company in a large metropolitan area, with service in a geographical area. This article and the next are the rough by the organization, and the repeat assessment identiality, any details that could identify the tionally modified or eliminated.

about internal and external sabotage, system and s. Their auditors asked about the security of their good answers. As usual, the motivation for the effort to determine the security posture of the systems auditors.

took to have an assessment done. They did some s to avoid a formal solicitation, electing to do a company the key personnel knew well. The overall cause or allow service interruption, degradation or dish potential remediation. It is important to note eted prior to the 9/11 terrorist attack.

very similar to other types of security assessments. pections of systems and facilities. We reviewed spected configurations and access tables. We also shing policies and practices, summarizing incidents, performed various tests, on site and off site, from ork. We attempted various types of penetrations and stics. The analysis by nature included visits to electrical distribution and waystations and down into the consultant image for some of these visits. The el of protection given to computer and other
through trial and error to find a pathway through the access control mechanisms.
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